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Abstract 

In this paper, we discuss the representation of 
pronouns in logical form for the purpose of han- 
dling verb phrase ellipsis. In particular, we dis- 
cuss two factors which influence the representa- 
tion of pronouns in a computational model. The 
first is computational, the other linguistic. Both 
factors must be attended to in order to con- 

struct a good representation for pronouns in log- 
ical form. We review past attempts to represent 
pronouns in logical form for the purpose of han- 
dling verb phrase ellipsis, and show how these 
approaches do not meet the computational con- 
st,raints outlined in this paper. We also show that, 
they do not, handle a rather simple example of 
verb phrase ellipsis. We develop a represent,ation 
for pronouns in logical form which both meets the 
computa.tional criteria outlined in this paper and 
handles the verb phrase ellipsis example. 

1 Introduction 

III this paper, we discuss the representation of pronouns in 
logical form. In particular, we discuss t,wo factors which in- 
fluence the representation of pronouns in a computational 
model. The first factor is computational, the other linguis- 
tic. Both factors must be attended to in order to devise a 
good representa.tion for pronouns in logical form. 

In the remainder of this paper, we examine the effect of 
these t,wo factors on the representation of pronouns in the 
domain of verb phrase ellipsis. In Section two, we define 
three computational constraints which affect the way logi- 
cal form is used. We then briefly discuss linguistic evidence 
which affects the representation of pronouns. In Section 
three, we demonstrate how past approaches to verb phrase 
ellipsis have failed to represent, pronouns in logical form in 
a way consistent, with our computationa. constraints. In 
S&ion four, we discuss our representation of pronouns in 
logica. form. Finally in Section five, we show how our pro- 
noun representat,ion models the behavior of pronouns in 
verb phrase ellipsis better than past approaches. 

*This work has benefited from discussions with Eugene 
Charniak, and was supported in part by the National Science 
Foundation under grants IST 8416034 and IST 8515005 and by 
the Office of Naval Research under grant, NOOOl4-7%C-0529. 

2 Factors in a Computational 
Model 

2.1 Computational Constraints 
Logical form is an intermediat,e level of representation be- 
tween phrase markers (which facilitate syntax and pars- 
ing), and internal representat,ions (which fa.cilit8a.te infer- 
ence). Logica. form has been quite popular wit#hin the 
Artificial Intelligence community [Webber, 1978; Schubert8 
a,nd Pelletier, 1984; Allen, 1987] because it solves a seri- 
ous comput,at~ional problem. More sema.nt8ic information 
can be gathered from a sentence t,han can be specified in a 
phrase marker, hut, not enough is availa.ble to give t,he in- 
t#erna.l represent.a tion of the sentence. In pa.rt,icular , when 
logica. form is derived from a sent,ence, each noun phrase 
is assigned a logical role (e.g. agent., patient,, etc.) and the 
verb ma,ps t,o the predicate. III contrast,, quantifier scoping 
and the antecedents of pronouns ca,nnot be specified using 
only sentence-lr>vel information. 1,ogica.l form provides t’hc 
needed intermed iate level bet,ween phrase markers and in- 
t#ernal represent,ation. Id allows us to represent, a sent,ence 
before determining how other sentences affect, it,s meaning. 
With further processing, logical form could be modified 
into a single unambiguous int,erpretat,ion of t#he sentence. 

We propose t,hree constraints on the use of logical form 
in a compui.at.ional tnodel of language: 

1. Logical form should compactly represent, ambiguit,y. 

2. Logical form should be init,ially computable from syn- 
tax and local (sent,ence-level) semantics. In part(icular, 
1ogica.l form should not, be dependent, OII pragmatics, 
which requires inference and hence int,ernad represen- 
tation. 

3. Furt,her processing of logical form should only disam- 
biguate or further specify logical form. Logica.l form 
has a meaning. Any further processing must, respect 
tha.t meaning. 

These const,raints express how logical form should he used 
in a comput,ational model. The first constraint, expresses 
space concerns. The ot,her t,wo concern the plausibility of 
computing logical form, and incrementally updat8ing it, in a 
meaningful way. Next, we present linguistic evidence indi- 
ca.ting how pronouns behave in t,he domain of verb phrase 
ellipsis. 

2.2 Linguistic Evidence 
If we want, t,o model a certain lingllist,ic phenomenon, addi- 
tional cor&raint,s on logica. form become necessary. These 
constraints should facilit#ate a model’s capability t.o capt,urr 
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Example 1 
Trigger Sentence: Fredi loves hisi wife. 
Elided Sentence: Georgej does too. 
Meanings : 1. George loves Fred’s wife. 

2. George loves George’s wife. 

pronoun Y:xhihit,s. \J\ ‘t-3 can eit,hcr use a single representma- 
tion which is collsist,el11 wir II t,hal variety of’ behaviors OI 
develop sc>veral tlifferc>nt, rel”.“s”llt,;ltionS for pronouns. We 
use the firs1 apl)roach, t,hough past models of verb phrase 
ellipsis take t,he second. A single representCation for pro- 
nouns is better because t,hc> representration for a pronoun 
can be det.c>rmined before its a.nt,ecedent, is known. 

Because we a.re concerned wit,h building a computa.tional 
nlodel for verb phra.se ellipsis, we want to develop a repre- 
seutation which ca.pt,ures the meaning of a pronoun in that 
domain and meets our computationa. goals. We claim that 
they are not, incompat,ihle, t,hough in the next section, we 

An elided sr>nt,ence has lit,tJe meaning independent of t,he 
first, sentence (often called a &rigger sentence). In this ex- 
ample, the index on Fred and his indicates that, they are 
coreferentia.1. Given the fact, that hzs refers to the subject, 
of t,he trigger sentence, and the elided sentence depends on 
tha.t# sentence for its mea.ning, the meaning of the elided 
sentence is ambiguous. It can either mean that George 
loves the same person as Fred, or that, George doves his 
own wzfe. The representa.t.ion of pronouns in verb phrase 
ellipsis is interestming because of this ambiguity (also called 
the sloppy Identify problem [Ross, 1967; Ross, 19691). 

This exa.mple demonstrat,es that the representation of 
pronouns is crucial for handling verb phrase ellipsis. No- 
tice that though the elided sentence is ambiguous, it can- 
not n1ea.n that George doves some other person’s wife (ofh,er 
than Fred’s or George’s). In this way, the trigger sentence 
limits the meanings the elided sentfence can have. This 
provides evidence that, the interpretations of an elided sen- 
tence should be derived from the representation of its t,rig- 
ger sentence. Hence, the representation of a pronoun in 
a trigger sentence must, express the ambiguous way a pro- 
noun refers to a syntact,ic subject. 

La.mhda. abst,raction of synt,actic subjects in logical form 
has been used to provide two ways for a, pronoun to refer 
to a synt#act,ic subject. [Sag, 1976; Williams, 1977; Webber, 
19781 in a t,rigger sentence. A pronoun tha.t refers to a, 
syntactic subject can act, in two different ways, either as 
a lambda variable or as something which depends on the 
subject’s type of noun phrase. This is needed t,o account 
for the ambiguity in Example 1. A pronoun which refers 
to a noun phrase can act, in different, ways. For instance, 
if a. pronoun refers int,rasententially to a qua.ntified noun 
phrase, then the pronoun should behave like the variable 
associated with the qua.nt,ified t,errn. For example: 

show how past models do uot, conform t,o our computa- 
t8ional const,raints. 

ast A 

Sag [1976], Webber [1978], a.nd Williams [1977] use logical 
form to handle verb phrase ellipsis. We briefly summarize 
their models, and discuss how each approach represents 
pronouns in a way inconsist,ent with our computational 
guidelines. Because these models are descriptive, failure 
t,o meet our constra,int,s does not, lessen the impact of their 
work. However, because we are interested in a computa- 
tiona.1 modei, we call only borrow from the linguistic in- 
sights they offer. 

All of t,he past, models of verb phrase ellipsis define sim- 
ilar ways to map sentfences into logical form. Each model 
requires thr synt,act,ic subject. of a sentence to be lambda 
ahst,ract.etl. The sema.ntic role of every noun phrase is 
indicat,ed by t,he posiCon of its representation in logical 
form (predicat,e first,, agent second, etc.). They repre- 
sent, a universal noun phrase as a. universally quantified 
va.ria.hle whose quantifier is placed outside the proposition 
containing it, but, inside the scope of the lambda operator. 
Sag [1976] p re resent#s indefinite noun phrases as existen- 
t,ially quantified varia,hles. Webber [1978] represents all 
non-subject. intlefillit8rs in t&he same way, but indefinites in 
subject, posit8ion a.re represented as discourse entities. The 
order of quantifier placement, in logical form is not used 
to indicat,r the final yua.nt,ifier scoping. Quantifiers can be 
moved and ordered t,o specify quantifier scoping once it can 
be det,ermined. All of the models represent a definite noun 
phrase as a string, with the exception of Webber who rep- 
resent,s it, eit,her as a funct,ion if it, is possessive (e.g. Fred’s 
culft is represented as (zozft-cjf Fred)) or as a string oth- 
erwise. ‘I’hr following shows t*he logical form (consistent 

Example 2 
Freda showed every girlj herj picture. 

If a pronoun refers to a noun phrase in a different sentence 
or to some non-linguistic entity, then that, pronoun behaves 
like a discourse entity’. For example: 

Example 3 
Trigger Sentence: Fredi saw herj picture. 
Elided Sentence: George1 did too. 
Meaning: George saw the same girl’s picture. 

We need some way t,o represent the range of behaviors a 

‘A discourse entity is like a rigid designateor. It. can denot.e 
a group or an individual in discourse. For more on this, see 
[Webber, 19781. 

wit,h all t,he models) for a sentence: 

Example 4 
Fred told every girl every story. 
Fred, x(x>(Vy: (girl y> ‘Jz: (story z> 

(tell x z y>> 

Turning now t,o t,he represent,ation of pronouns in logi- 
cal form, we examiue t,he approaches used by Sag [1976] 
and Webher [1978]‘. Sag [ 19761 represent(s a pronoun as a 
st,ring wit.h an index indicat,ing the noun phrase to which 
it refers. He defines an int,erpretat#ion rule to generate all 
possible represent,at,ions of a trigger sentence when a. pro- 
noun is co-indexed wit,h a syntactic subject. This rule 

“Thr represent.at,ion described by Williams [I!9771 is so sim- 
ilar t.o Sag’s tha.t WP do not discuss it here. 
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specifies that a pronoun co-indexed with a. subject could 
optionally be replaced by the lambda variable associatNed 
with the subject. To use this rule, Sag assumes t,hak ill- 
dices (indicating coreference between nouns) are assigned 
to all noun phrases in the trigger sentence, including non- 
referential noun phrases like everyone. Sag claims that 
an indexed pronoun is referential, unless co-indexed with 
a quantified noun phrase. He defines another rule which 
ohdigatody applies to a pronoun indexed with a quantified 
noun phrase to replace the pronoun string with a quanti- 
fied variable. Sag would represent the trigger sentence in 
Example 1 initially by co-indexing the pronoun with its 
antecedent (see Example 5a). With his optional rule, he 
derives the second representation by replacing the pronoun 
string with the subject’s lambda variable (see 5b). 

Example 5 
a. Freda p X(x> (loves x hisi wife) 

; Fred loves Fred’s wife 
b. Fredi, X(x)(loves x x’s wife) 

; Fred loves his own wife 

Each of these representations 
of George does too. 

sanctions interpretation 

Sag’s representation of pronouns in logica,l form does 
not obey the three computational constraints suggested in 
Section 2.1. Because he does not provide a representation 
for a pronoun before its antecedent is known, his pronoun 
representation violates constraint two. Sag’s optional rule 
is required to handle the ambiguity found in Example 1. 
However, the replacement of a co-indexed pronoun string 
with a variable violates constraint three. This augmen- 
tation is not compatible with the initial representa.tion of 
a pronoun as a string. Additionally, Sag’s optional rule 
generates 2* distinct representations for a trigger sentence 
containing n pronouns that refer to the syntactic subject 
of a sentence. Generating this many representations of a 
trigger sentence violates constraint one. A more compact, 
way to represent this ambiguity is needed. 

Webber [1976] represents a pronoun initially as a string. 
The pronoun string is replaced by a pronoun trace equated 
with something. What the pronoun trace is equated with 
depends on the pronoun’s antecedent. If the pronoun refers 
to a noun phrase represented as a quantified variable, the 
pronoun trace is equated with that variable. If the pro- 
noun refers to a definite noun phrase, the pronoun trace 
is equated with a discourse entity. Webber defines an op- 
tional rule to derive an additional representation if a pro- 
noun refers to the subject of a sentence. This rule re- 
places the pronoun trace with the lambda variable asso- 
ciated with the subject. The following shows Webber’s 
representations for the trigger sentence in Example 1: 

Example 6 
a. Fred, A(r>(love r wife-of(his)) 
b. Fred, A(r)(love r wife-of (Pro = Fredaa)) 
c. Fred, A(r) (love r wife-of(r)) 

the represent,a.tions indicated in 6b and 6c to derive the two 
possible interpret,ations of the elided sentence (obtained by 
applying the new subject to the two lambda functions). 

Exalnple 7 
a. George, A(r>(love r wife-of(Pro = Fredaa)) 

; George loves Fred’s wife 
b. George, X(r>(love r wife-of(r)) 

; George loves George’s wife 

Webber’s use of logical form suffers from many of the 
same problems that Sag’s approach does. Replacement 
of a. pronoun string by a trace equated with a variable 
viola.tes constraint three. Replacement of a pronoun trace 
equa,ted with a discourse entity by a lambda variable does 
too. Each augmentation is incompatible with the previous 
representation of a pronoun. Webber’s model also fails 
to compactly represent the ambiguity in a trigger sentence 
caused by the reference of a pronoun to a syntactic subject, 
thus violating constraint one. 

4 our epresentatio 
In tJtis section, we develop a representation for pronouns 
in logical form. This representation is used in our model 
of verb phrase ellipsis. In our model, we lambda abstract 
syntactic subjects to handle verb phrase ellipsis3. The log- 
ical roles of all noun phrases in a sentence are identified 
by position in logical form (if this presents a problem, we 
could always use slot-filler notation for indicating the log- 
ical roles of the arguments). Following [Webber, 19781, we 
represent universal noun phrases as universally quantified 
(and restricted) terms. For brevity, we assume that indef- 
inite noun phrases are represented as existentially quanti- 
fied (and restricted) variables. We also ignore the repre- 
sentation of definite noun phrases in this paper, with the 
exception of proper nouns and possessive noun phrases4. 
Possessive noun phrases are represented as functions of the 
possessive noun. Proper nouns are represented as discourse 
entities. Quantifier scoping is handled in the same way as 
in the other models. Like Webber, we derive the interpre- 
tation of an elided sentence from the representation of the 
trigger sentence. 

To be consistent with constraint two, we must develop 
a representation of pronouns in logical form which can be 
generated before their antecedents are known. To obey 
constraint three, we must initially represent a pronoun in 
a. way which will be consistent with all the ways a pronoun 
can act. Because of the range of behaviors pronouns can 
adopt, (shown in Section 2.2), we represent them as func- 
tions in logical form. Because the behavior of a pronoun is 
specified by the type of noun phrase it refers to, we claim 
that pronouns are like chameleons. Depending on the noun 
phrases to which they refer and the location of those noun 
phrases, the pronoun function should be equated with var- 
ious values. If a pronoun refers intrasententially to a uni- 
versal or indefinite noun phrase, then the pronoun function 

The initial representation of his is shown in 6a. Once pro- 
noun resolution occurs, the pronoun string is replaced the 
pronominal trace representation (shown in 6b). Finally, 
the bound variable interpretation (shown in 6c) is derived 
from the pronominal trace representation. Webber uses 

3We also lambda abstract noun phrases embedded in a syn- 
tactic subject [Harper, 19871. 

4These assumptions allow us to concentrate on the repre- 
sentation of pronouns. Actually in [Harper, 19871, we represent 
definites as functions. 
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vaziable y (too deeply t>mbeclded in lambda-functions). 

Example 8 

Fredi loves himself i. 
Fred22, x(x> (love x (himself 1 x> > 
The sentence in Example 8 contains no universal or indef- 
inite noun phrases, so the pronoun function representing 
himself is simply a function of the lambda variable 2. 

Example 9 
Fredi persuaded every womanj that shej should 
go- 
Fred22, A(x)(Vy: (woman y) 

(persuade x y 
[(she1 x y>, Mz>(go z>l>> 

The sentence in Example 9 contains a universal noun 
phrase. Since the variable y is placed at the same level 
in logical form as the pronoun function representing she, 
that universally quantified variable must be included in the 
argument list, in addition to the lambda variable X. 

Example PO 
Fredi believes hei must speak to every womanj. 
Fred22, A(x)(believe x 

[(he1 xl, X(z) Wy : (woman y> 
(speak z yN1) 

Though the sentence in Example 10 contains a universal 
noun phrase, he is represented a+s a function of only the 
lambda variable 2. The pronoun he cannot refer to the 

5 We provide a single representation for all types of pronouns, 
though we could represent reflexive, non-reflexive, and posses- 
sive pronouns differently. 

Example 11 
Fredi showed hisi motherj herj picture. 
Fred22, A(x)(show x (picture-of (her1 x>> 

(mother-of (his1 x))) 

The sentence in Example 11 contains no non-subject uni- 
versal or indefinite noun phrases, so both of the pronouns 
are represented as funct,ions of the lambda varia.ble 2. 

Once it is possible to decide that a pronoun refers to a 
certain noun phrase, its Pronoun function can be equated 
with a variable, a discourse enkity, a pronoun function, or 
a function representing a possessive noun phra.se. In this 
way, pronoun functions change their behavior depending 
on their antecedent. This augmentation respects the ini- 
tial representation of the pronoun as a function A pro- 
noun function can certainly be equa.ted with a constant, 
any of its argument#, or some pronoun function whose 
arguments are a subset of those in the pronoun function. 
Equality with a possessive function is also fine if t’he pos- 
sessive function is a fun&on of a. discourse entity, variable, 
or pronoun function which are all defined at, the same (or 
a higher) level of logical form as the pronoun function. 

Consider some examples. Given that, sh.e refers t(o every 
woman in Example 9, the logical form following pronoun 
resolution appears below. 

Example 12 
Fredas, x(x> (Vy : (woman y> 

(persuade x y 
[(A ((she x y>, X(z>(go z>> 

(= (she1 x y> y>>l>> 

Notice that since the pronoun refers to a. non-subject uni- 
versal noun phrase, the pronoun function (she1 x y) is 
equated with the universally quantified variable y. Con- 
sider how the representation in Example 8 would be aug- 
mented after pronoun resolution: 

Example 13 
Fred22, x(x> (A (1 ove x (himself1 x>> 

(or (= (himself1 x) x) 
(= (himself1 x) Fredaa)) > 

Since himself refers to Fred, the pronoun function is 
equated with either the lambda variable z or Fredzz. By al- 
lowing a disjunction of equalit,y statements, we compactly 
represent the ambiguous way that, pronouns refer to syn- 
tactic subjects. Reconsider Example 11. The logical form 
after pronoun resolution follows: 

Example 14 
Fred22, X(x)(A (show x (picture-of (her1 x>) 

(mother-of (his1 x> > > 
(= (her1 x> 

(mother-of (his1 x>>> 
(or (= (his1 x> x> 

(= (his1 x> Fredzx)) > 

Notice that since his refers to the subject, the pronoun 
function (his1 x) is equated with Fred22 or x. Since her 

60r any variables lambd 
of a pronoun function. 

a abskacted from the argument list 
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t Iw ~~rorlollll 

of’ (Iris, x)). 
funct.ion (her, x) is her rdrrs to hts mofhtr., 

1 I IIV p”‘orlollJJ trace must 
We d(~fillP prorlou IIS as f’lr tictions I,0 provide a meaning 

for protioii~is ill 1 he itlil,inl logical form representation of a 
sent3ct\ce. ‘l‘he ~e~~r~c~st~rit.;?tjon of a. pronoun a.s a function re- 
quires t.hat UV~ tleterllrinc~ what its arguments are. Beca.use 
we speciljr a way 1~0 tlo this, the initial representation of 
a prouou11 is conlp~!(~al,le from synta.x and local semantics 
(sa.tisfying constraint, Lwo on t,he use of logical form). Once 
we know which 11o~n phrase a pronoun refers to, we mod- 
ify the logical f’orm for that, sentence in a. way which is 
consistent with the illitia.1 representation of the pronoun 
a.s a function (sat,isfyillg collstraint8 three). Our represen- 
tation of pro~iori~~s provides a compact way of representing 
the a.mhiguous way a pronoun refers to a syntactic subject. 
Beca.use of this, we use logical form in a way consistent with 
constraitlt, one. kn addibion to satisfying the constraints, 
our approach a.lso handles two examples which are trouble- 
some to t#he past, models. These examples are introduced 
next. 

5 A Better Model 

Example 17 
a. Fred, X(x)(show x (dog-of(Pro = mothera&) 

(mother-of (x))) 
b. Fred, X(x)(show x (dog-of(Pro = motherzz)) 

(mother-of (Pro = Fredaa))) 

Each represent3at,ioll ol’ thr t,rigger sent,ence in t,his case cor- 
rectly indicat,es bhe meaning of t,hc t,rigger sentence. How- 
ever, the t#wo derived illt.erI,ret,at,ions of the elided sentence 
(indicated b ,l ) I e ow ( o uot correspond t,o t,he expected read- 
ings. 

Example 18 
a. George, X(x)(show x (dog-of(Pro = motheraz)) 

(mother-of (x))) 
; George showed George’s mother Fred’s 
; mother’s dog. 

b. George, A(x)(show x (dog-of(Pro = motherzz)) 
(moth&-of (Pro = Fredax))) 

; George showed Fred's mother Fred’s mother’s 
; dog. 

5.1 Previous Models’ Failure 
In this sr>ctiou, we discuss two examples which are trou- 
blesome for past approaches to verb phrase ellipsis. We 
concentra.te on how Webber’s [1978] model handles them The represeu t,a.t,ioll i 11 181) i:, a reasonable interpretation 
heca.nse all of the models fail for similar reasons. The first for the elidetl s(~rlt(~lIc~~, but, the representation in 18a is 
example follows: not. Moreover, ow of t,he expected int,erpretations (i.e. 

Example 15 
Every boy, showed hisi motherj herj clock. 

the second reading in Exan~ple 16) ca.nnot, be derived. We 
claim that, Wehtwr’s approach fails because not all definite 
noun phrases can he represented a.s discourse entities. If a 
pronohn refers il,t,ra,sen;.(~Lltially t,o a definite noun phrase, 
and t,hat noun pht’a.se can change who it, refers to, then the 
pronoun must, be represent,4 in a way which captures that 
change. 

Following pronoun resolution, the pronoun his can be rep- 
resent#ed as either a lambda variable or a pronoun trace 
equated with a universally quantified variable. However, 
the representation of the pronoun her presents a problem. 
Because her refers t,o his mother, which cannot, refer to 
some fixed mother (or set of mothers) within this sentence, 
[Webber, 19781 is unable to represent the meaning of this 
sentence7. 

5.2 Our Success 

Ilnlike previous models, we have no t’rouble representing 
Example 15. Because of the way we represent pronouns 
and possessives, our model capt,ures t.he correct meaning. 
Before pronoun resolutSiou, t,he sentence in Example 15 is 
represented a.s follows: 

A rela,ted problem arises in an example of verb phrase 
ellipsis”. This example follows: 

Example 16 
Trigger Sentence : Fredi showed hisi motherj herj 
dogk 
Elided Sentence: Georgel did too. 
Meanings: 
1. George showed Fred's mother Fred's mother's 

Example 19 
t/x: (boy x> x, X(y)(show y 

(clock-of (her1 y)) 
(mother-of (his1 y))) 

dog. 
2. George showed George's mother George's 

mother's dog. 
3. *George showed George's mother Fred's 

(liven that. t,he pronoun his refers to the subject and her 
refers to hrs mother, t,he representation is augmented as 
follows: 

mother's dog. Examde 20 

Since the pronoun his refers to Fred, it is represented in 

71n connection with her work on verb phrase ellipsis, Webber 
[1978] does not represent definite noun phrases as quantified 
terms. It is possible that with the aid of definite quantifiers, 
that examples 1.5 and 16 could be handled. 

‘[Roberts, 19871, using a completely different approach to 
verb phrase ellipsis, fails to handle Example 16. 

vx: day x> x, 

(mother-of (his; i))) 

Uy)(A (show y 

(= (his] y> y> 

(clock-of (her, v> > 

(= (herl y> 
(mother-of (his1 y)>)) 

Our nlotlel also provi&s rea.sonable interpretat’ions for 
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Exan~ple 16. The t,rigger sent#rnce is init,ially repr<~sent,ctl 
as follows: 

Example 2 1 
Fredz%, A(x)(show x (dog-of (her1 x)) 

(mother-of (his1 x))) 

Given t,hat his refers to Fred, the pronoun funct,ion can he 
eyua.ted with Fred 22 or the lambda variable 2‘. Likewise, 
because her refers to his mother (which is not a subject), 
it’ can be equated with the function representsing it,. The 
logica. form of the trigger sentence after pronoun resolu- 
tion is shown below: 

Example 22 
Freda2, /\(x)(A (show x (dog-of (her1 x)) 

(mother-of (his1 x))) 
(or (= (his1 x) x) 

(= (his1 x) Fred22)) 
(= (her1 x) 

(mother-of (his1 x)))) 

\il’e havcx tlt>scri bed a representat,ion of pronouns iu logi- 
cal li>rnn which obeys our computat,ional const,raint,s. We 
have discussed t,he comput,ahilit,y of these represeutaf,ions. 
We have also described how the representation of a pro- 
noun cau be augmented in a way consistent, wit,11 its iuitial 
meaning as a function. The represent,ation of a pronouns 
as a function ca,n be augmented by equating the function 
with different, things depending on its antecedent,. In par- 
ticular, we have demonstrated tha.t when a pronoun refers 
to a possessive noun phrase, its pronoun function should 
he equat,ed with a function. Finally, we have a compact. 
way to represent the ambiguous way a pronoun refers to a 
syntactic subject. In conclusion, representing pronouns as 
funct,ions not only meets the computatNional constraints of 
Section t,wo, but also allows us to build a better mode1 for 
the linguist,ic evidence. 

The representation of the trigger sentence in 22 contains One more const,raint, could be added t,o our list, of compu- 
two different representations of the trigger sentfence. Each t,ational const(ra.ints in Section two. Since we arc currt>ntly 
of these representations allows us to derive one int(rrpret)a- implementing a program to parse sentences int#o logical 
tion of the elided sentence by appending the representation form, we would like to have compositional rules for gt’il- 
of the syntactic subject of the elided sentence t,o t,he rep erat,ing it. We are currently exploring whether t(he ot,hcI 
resentation of the verb phrase of the trigger sent,ence: constraints are consistent wit,h compositional parsing. 

Example 23 
Reading I: 
Trigger Sentence Representation: 
Fred22, A(x)(A (show x (dog-of (her1 x)) 

(mother-of (his1 x))) 
(= (his1 x) Fred221 
(= (her1 x) 

(mother-of (his* x)))) 
Elided sentence Representation: 
; George showed Fred's mother Fred's mother's 
; dog. 
Georgea, x(x)(/\ (show x (dog-of (her1 x)) 

(mother-of (his* x))) 
(= (his1 x) Fred221 
(= (her1 x) 

(mother-of (his1 x)))) 
Reading 2: 
Trigger Sentence Representation: 
Fred22, A(x)(A (show x (dog-of (her1 x)) 

(mother-of (his1 x))) 
(= (his1 x) x) 
(= (her1 x) 

(mother-of (his1 x)))) 
Elided sentence Representation: 
; George showed George's mother George's 
; mother’s dog. 
Georgea, x(x)(/\ (show x (dog-of (her1 x)) 

(mother-of (his1 x))) 
(= (his1 x) x> 
(= (her1 x) 

(mother-of (his1 x)))) 
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